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WEAKLY NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF
NEAR-CJ DETONATION WAVES

John B. BdziF & Rupert Klein”’

● M-7- MS T952, Los Alarnoa National Laboratory
Los Alamo*, New Mexico, 87545

“* Institut fiir Technische Mechanilr, RWTH
Templergraben 64,5100 Aachen, Germany

ABSTRACT

The renewed interest in safety iwues for large scale industrial
devices and in high speed combustion has driven recent intense ef.
forts to gain a deeper theoretical understanding of detonation wave
dynamics. Linear c~ability analysem, weakly nonlinear bifurcation
calculations as well as full ucale multi-dimensional direct numerical
simulations have been pursued for a standard model problem based
on the reactive Euler equations for an ideal gas with constant spe-
cific heat capr .itie~ and simplified chemical reaction models. Most
of these studies are concerned with overdriven detonation~. This is
true despite the fact that :he majority of all detonations obuerved
in nature are running at speeds close to the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ)
~imit value. By focusing on overdrive waves one removes an array
of difficulties from the analysis that is associated with the sonic flow
conditions in the wake of a CJ-detcmation. In particular, the proper
formulation of downstream boundary conditions in the CJ.case is a
yet unsolved analytical problem,

A proper treatment of perturbations in the back of a Chapman-
Jouguet detonation has to account for two distinct weakly nonlinear
effects in the forward acoustic wave component, The first is a non-
linear interaction of highly temperature sensitive chemistry with the
forward acoustic wave component in a transonic boundary layer near
the end of the reaction zone, The wcond is a cumulative three-wave.
rceonance in the sense of Majdact al. which iu active in the near-conic



burnt gas flow and which is essentially independent of the details of
the chemical model. In this work, we consider detonations in mix-
tur~s with moderate state sensitivity of the chemical reactions (rio
large activation energy). Then, the acoustic perturbations do not
influence the chemistry at the order considered and we may concen-
tratee on the second effect; the three-wave resonance.

1. Introduction

The theory of detonation waves has recently regained much atten-
tion in connection with safety issues in large ~cale industrial devices,
(Shepherd (1985), Breitung (1991)), or the storage of condensed
phase explosives and also in connection with the problem of efficient
controlled high Mach number combustion in high speed airplane en.
gines (Shepherd (1992)), The goal is to improve the understanding
of detonation wave stability and to design efficient numerical tools
for direct simulations based on detailed physical insight. In both
these problem areas, detonation stability (Erpenbeck (1962, 63, 64),
I,ee and Stewart ( 1991)) and direct numerical simulations (Oran and
Boris (1987), Fujiwara and Reddy (1989), Schoeffbl (1989), Bourlioux
(1991) and Bourlioux and Majda (1992)), the formulation of down-
stream, ile., burnt gas side, boundary conditions is crucial for an
accurate representation of the phenomena. The standard approach
is to suppress the forward acoustic mode at the downstream bound-
ary so as to mimic a combustion wave that is evolving wit$out any
perturbations being imposed from outside, (Lee and Stewart (1990)).
We will refer to this approach below aa the “standard radiation con-
dition. Here and below the expression ‘forward” labels acoustic
perturbation facing in the direction of propa~ation of the detonation
in the laboratory frame, In the present setting, for a wav( running
from right to left, this means that forward acoustic characteristics
trtivcl at opecd (i?z/&)- = u - c, where u and c are the local flow
velocity and the speed of sound, respectively.

The physically most interesting class of detonations is that of
near-Chapman-Jouguet(CJ) waves, for which an acoustic decoupling
bctwccn the detonation wave structure and the burnt gaz flow OC=
cure, In section 2 we briefly summarize for convenience the ZNII
drttmatim theory following Fickctt and Davis (1979). In section
3 wc show that in the CJ.regime there is a generation of rmnsero
(OIward acoustic perturbations in the burnt gases through weakly



nonlinear three-wave resonance of the type first discussed in a dif-
ferent context by Majda and Rosalet (1984), Majda et al. (1988).
Thus, even if no forw~id-acoustic perturbations are present at some
initial time in the burnt gaa region, they are generated automatically
through interactions of backward traveling perturbations that emerge
from the detonation structure as time evolves. This observation ob-
viousIy questions the standard radiation condition, since the latter is
equivalent to suppressing the forward acoustic mode in the farfield.
Our goal in this paper is to resolve this apparent contradiction using
methods of asymptotic analysis.

To see what is involved, one needs to compare two characteris-
tic length scales. One is the distance behind the lead shock of the
detonation where numerical boundary conditions are imposed. The
second is the length scale for the three-wave resonance phenomena
mentioned above. Let c be the small perturbation amplitude used as
an expansion parameter, (Later on we consider e to be the growth
rate of the most unstable Eigenmode of a marginally stable detona-
tion.) Figure I shows a sketch of the spatial distribution of a rep-
resentative reaction progress variable, ( 1- A), in a ZND-detonation,
where the unburnt gaa iaapproaching from the left and the lead #hock
is located at z = O. At the lead shock there is pure unburnt gas so
that (1 - A) = 1, and as z + 00 and (1 - A) + 0, we approach the
burnt gas region.

Numerical linear stability Lodes, (Lee and Stewart (1990)), re-
solve a region O ~ z < zl/N, where %1/N is the location where
(1 -~) = l/N and N is the number of grid points in the discretized
linear perturbation equations. Notice that

ZI/NG ()(1) 88 &--bo, (1,1)

i,e,, in terms of the perturbation amplitude the downstream bound.
ary condition is imposed at a finite distance, In contrast , the three-
wave resonance occurs at distances

z = o(l/#). (1.2)

‘I’he key question is what will become of the forward acoustic pcrtur.
bations generated at these large distances as they move up to the det.
onation ntructure and finally arrive at the position xll~ where they
would influence the numerical downstream boundary condition,
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Fig. 1: Spatial distribution of the reaction progress variable in a CJ-
ZND detonation and identification of several aaym.ptotic layers.

One may answer this question by using the method of matched
asymptotic expansions: Simplified asymptotic descriptions of the ro-
lution in four distinct regions have to be matched. There is a main
reaction layer where (1 - J) = C)(1), an intermediate transonic layer
where (I - ~) = O(e), a burnout layer where (1 - J) = 0(c2), and
the burnt gas region where (1 - J) < &a. The acoustic resonances
are dominant in the latter two regions and the present paper focuses
on their analysis. The principal facts relevant for the formulation
of downstream boundary conditions are readily demonstrated in this
paper through a combination of formal a~ymptotic arguments and
numerical solutions of the burnout layer equations. We leave detailed
numerical studies of the burnt gas resonance efi?cts, the tedious cal-
culations for the transonic region and the final matching to the main
reaction layer for a later publication, (Bdzil and Klein (1993)).

Section 3 of this paper discusses the burnt gaa region, z = 0(1/62),
where the chemical activity is negligible, We summarize the equa-
tions fox weakly nonlinear three-wave resonance and define a model
problem suited to exhibit the generation of forward acoustic pertur-
bations. It turns out, however, that on the time Bcaleeconsidered the



perturbation near the end of the reaction zone, e.g., ●t zl/N from
(1,1), are related directly to the asymptotic solutions in the burnout
layer. There the chemical source terms appear at order O(C2) and
modify the acoustic resonance equations. Thus we concentrate on
this region in section 4 and develop formal solutions based on the
method of chal acteristics as well as numerical solutions including
shock discontinuities. The main influence of the chemical source
terms is to contirmusly accelerate and amplify the forward acous-
tic perturbations and to establish a reaction tail that matches into
the unperturbed CJ-ZND structure. Both the form~ characteristic
solution and the numerical solutions show the expected behavior -
an energy transfer from the backward acoustic mode into forward
acoustic perturbations. Both approaches predict that the effects of
weakly nonlinear acoustic resonance decay as the forward character-
istics move upstream into the transonic region.

Thiri tendency is approved in Bdzil and Klein (1993) where we
show that the resonance effects are down to order O(c2) at finite
distances where numerical boundary conditions are imposed and we
conclude that:

The: standard radiation condition imposed at some finite distance
Z1/N behind the lead shock is valid even for Chapman-Jouguet
detonations.

Our approach is the first to use rational asymptotic methods to re-
solve the boundary difficulties that arix in the staM.ity problem for
plane CJ-detonation, Our saccess at resolving the boundary con-
dition difficulties that have been a part of linear stability analyses
of detonation since Erpenbeck (1962), (1963), (1964), suggests this
same approach for other problems; notably the confusing “square
waven detonation stability problem and the problem of oblique det-
onation stability in the CJ-like critical regime.



2. The 2ND Detonat on Model

We analyw th dyri~mics of fast combustion waves in the framew-
ork of a sta~da.rd ma ‘.el for gaseous detonations. A plme ZND-
detona!ion (me Fickett and Davis (1979)) consists of a leading invis-
cid shock W?-.’:,and a sl~%equent zone of chemical activity. The lead
shock heats up and corn presses the gas so that exot hermal chemical
reactions ar&tv.rned on. The chemical energy is converted into ther-
mal and kir~J.-ticenergy thereby overcoming all or part of the dissipa-
tion in the h~ad shock. For a given combustible there is a continous
family of 7 ND detona ~;ionsparametrized by the detonation speed,
D. The so.called Chapman-Jouguet detonations are those with the
smallest possible spew3 D = DC,. The main characteristic feature
of a CJ-d~~~.onationneeded in our ardysis is the fact that forward
acoustic perturbatior,~ in the burnt gazes travel at exactly the same
speed as the detonation itself. In other words, the burnt gases move
away from ~he detcm.~.tion structure at (their own) sonic speed. Fig
ure 2 shows a space-t!me diagram for a CJ-detonation traveling from
right to L-Ji with the unburnt gaa at rest in the laboratory frame
of refer.-’1K. We dislday the path of the leading shock, indicate the
reactio~. ,+.,,cleand ~x’niblt a family of forward acoustic ch~acteristics.

~~+: ~ND ~eto~ationstructure isdescribed

so!utio,! ; .!f the re~rtive Euler equations

L + A(IL)L = G(u) ,

wher~ ~!, t) are l~boratory coordinate~ and

~ = (V, t-i,p, A)t ,

with ~ the specific volume, fi the flow velocity
frat:-.~ P the pressure and J a reaction progress
A : it ,1 the unburnt and J = 1 in the burnt gas.

J4(u) z
F i ‘$ i)

and

{0 o 0 ii)

-1
c(u) -- (0,0, +Qr,r)t ,

by traveling wave

(2.1)

(2.2)

in the laboratory
variable satisfying
furthermore

(2.3)

(2.4)



Fig. 2: Wave diagram for forward acoustic perturbations in the wake
of a Chapman. Jouguet detonation traveling from right to left in a
laboratory frame.



where ~ is the isentropic exponent, Q a dimensionless chemical heat
of reaction and

r = If(p, v)(l -A) (2.5)

the rcactionrate. For simplicity in the derivations we have a Burned
an ideal gas with constant specific heats so that ~ = const. The
above equations are supplemented by shock jump conditions at

z=z+llo~t=o (2.6)

(see e.g., Fickett and Davis (1979), Lee and Stewart (1990)) and one
seeks traveling wave solutions so that U = ~(z) where z is a front
attached coordinate according to (2.6).

The equations are nondimensionalized using the reference quan-
tities

specific volume : v,h
pressure : P’h
velocity : C.h = a=

length half-reaction length !l/a

time @~/c,A .

The half reaction length is defined as the distance behind

(2.7)

the lead

shock where ~ = 1/2 ;nd the subscript “sh” denotes the post-shock
(von Neumann) condition,

With this nondimensional representation, the exact solution for
the Chapman-Jouguet - 2ND detonation structure can be written
in terms of }he reaction progress variable, A = A“(z), as, (Lee and
Stewart (1990)),

P’ = a’ +(1 –a”)(l – A“)l/~ ,

u* := U“ ; DC, = v’lt!f,h,

where h#,h = D~,fc,h and

a* =
~hi:h + 1

7 +1-”

(2.8)

(2.9)

Equations (28) express the detonation structure solely in terms of
the reaction progreMsvarialde A“ = A“(z). The spatial distribution
of all quantities follows from solving the fourth equation in (21):

u*A: = r(p*, vO, A”), (2.10)



with u*, V$, P*, # from (2.8), (2.5) as functions of A“. We notice, in
particular, that u“ - @7= Oat(J” = 1), i.e. that the burnt gas
flow is sonic.

S. Weakly Nonlinear Resonant Acoustics in the Farfleld

S.1 The burnt gas region

Consider a marginally stable CJ-detonation that oscillates with a
small slowly vzwying amplitude in the frame of reference moving with
the unperturbed wave aa sketched in Fig. 3. Under CJ-conditions,
one has IUCJI= CCJ, such that

(U - c)., = 0, UOJ + CCJ = 2tt~J = 2c~J . (3.1)

Entropy perturbations generated by the oscillations of the detonation
speed and by perturbations of the reaction process travel backwards
into the burnt gases at speed (dz/8t) = t!cJ, while backward acoustic
perturbations travel at (Oz/Ot) = ~OJ + CCJ = ~ucJ. Since these per-
turbations are generated in phase within the detonation structure,
their associated spatial wave lengths in the burnt gas region differ
by exactly a factor of two. From the theory of weakly nonlinear res-
onant acoustics by Majda and Resales (1984) one knows that this is
the cond tion for cumulative resonant generation of forward acoustic
perturbations. These are of the same order of magnitude as the back-
ward traveling perturbations and apparently cannot be suppressed.
To be more specific we propose the following model problem that
allows one to give a quantitative description of the resonance and of
its effects near the end of the detonation reaction zone.

A CJ-detonation with a marginally stabIe structure is perturbed
at time i = 0, In a suitable frame of reference the wave will typicaUy
start to oscillate around its unperturbed position at a frequency given
by the imaginary part, a~, of the Eigenvalue associated with the
most unstable eigenmode. The perturbations of the detonation speed
and of the reaction process generate entropy and backward acoustic
perturbations. These leave the reaction zone and radiate into the
burnt gases. We are interested in the long time behavior of the
radiation field in the back of the wave, We assume the entropy and
backward acoustic perturbations to be given in the form of sinusoidal
oscillations at the edge of the reaction zone; more precisely at some
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Fig. 3: Characteristics in the burnt gas behind a marginally stable
CJ-detonation.



location z = Z3 where (1 - ~“) = C3 m that for z x 23 according
to (2.5) the reaction source terms are negligible up to and including
the second order in c. Then we have to solve the following iititial-
boundary value problem up to first order in c for the inert Euler
equationo,

L+g4(u]L=o (z>z3, f20), (3.2)

with initial conditions

1’(’4,0) = uc, (z> 23) (3.3)

and bcundary conditions at z = 23 for the entropy and backward
acoudic modes given by

f’ .u(z3,t;&) = P “ !ZCJ + CsO(Ct) COS(ait) (3.4)
1+“ll(zs,t;~) = 1+ “~, + ~Wo(Ei)co8(Q8t + v). (3.5)

Here ~, is the unperturbed burnt gas state, t, 1+ are the left eigen-
vectors of the matrix ~(~J ) associated with the eigenvahes WJ and
(u+ c)., respectively and ~ is the same as in (2.3) except that a is
replaced by u = Q + ~cJ. (See Appendix A for more details.) Left-
multiplication by ~, 1+ filters out the entropy and backward acoustic
contributions to the state vectors. Also in (3.4), (3.5) we allow for
slow time variations of the amplitude functions SO, WO. This ansatz
is justified in case that the linear growth rate, Re(a), of the most
unstable eigenmode is of order O(c), i.e.,

a:) = V(l) (C + O).a = car) + M2a, (3.6)

This relation specifies our notion of a marginal stabi!ity. At this stage
the precise relations between SO, WO and the phase shift v in (3.5)
remain undetermined. For our model problem we let these quantities
be constant and leave the derivation of equations for their long-time
evolution for (Bdzil and Klein (1993)).

Closely following the proc~dure of Majda and Resales (1984), we
introduce a multiple scales perturbation ansatz:

where the hyperbolic mode amplitudes depend on (z, t; 6z, Et), i.e.,

[V,s,w] = [v,S,l’v](z,qc%ct). (3.8)



The right eigenvectors E- ,~, ~+ of the matrix ~ associated with the
eigenvalues u – c, u, u + c, respectively, are give= in Appendix A. At
the leadktg order in c one finds

Vt+ (u - c)~Jv, = V“=o
St+UCJS, = o (3.9)
Wt + (u+ C)CJW, = 0.

This gives rise to
v = V(z; cz, ct)
s = S(h;Cz, ct) (3.10)
w= PV(y; &z, &t)

where the fast scale arguments are defined by

z = Z-(u-c)c.f=z

Y = z -(u+ C)c,t (3!11)
h z–u=~t~= }(Z + y) .

They are characteristic coordinates for the forward and backward
acoustic and the entropy mode, respectively.

At the second order one first derives equations analogous tG (~3.9)
for the mode amplitude in @’1, but with right hand sides depending
on V, S, W and their derivatives with respect to (CZ,et). Then, by
requiring ~(a) to be bounded even for z, t = 0(1/6), i.e., on the space-
time scales for the sxtion of wealdy nonlinear effects, one obt(ains
secular equations for the evolution of the first order mode amplitudes
V, S, IV in the slow scale variables

~=CZ and T== &t.

These equations are

(Vr + (U - C)CJV’) - a[V - b(W) + (S)]V=

(s, + Uc,so + (w - V)sh

(Wr + (u + c)c,W~) - a(PV - b(V) + (S)]WV

where
a ~c~,H

b ~ +

(3.12)

.- a(swv)(=),
= o,
= a(SV=)(~),

(3.13)

(3.14)

and (“) and (“)(c), (.)(u) are fast variable averaging symbols. In par-
ticular, the superscripts (“) and (v) denote averaging at fixed z and



y, re~pectively. The precise definitions of the ●veraging operations
ue given in Appendix B.

Next we introduce new S1Ow time scale variables on the charac-
teristic curves by

= a(T- *),
;=+ a ~COJ (3.15)

d = -$

‘I’hen q measures time along the forward acoustic characteristics
(z, ( = cord], ~ measures time after the passage through the lead
shock along backward acoustic characteristics {z- (u+ C]a = corwf],

and d measures time along the particle paths (z - uc~ = const). Us-
ing in addition the particle path label

x=<-- u=~r=ch, (3.16)

and reargmiziug the slow scale dependencies of V, S, W by

v = v(z; (,t/), S = S(h; X, O) , w = W(y; (,q) , (3.17)

we find

Vn -[v - b(w) + (S)]v= = -(SW”)(=) ,
Sd+(vv-v)sh = o, (3.18)

w~ + [w - 6(v) + (s)] w“ = (sv.)(~) .

Applying the fast variable averaging to these equations yi~lds

(v. = (%= (W)f = o (3.19)

so that

(v) = (v)((), (s) = (s)(~), (w ‘= (w)(q) (3.20)

and these functions are readily determined by the initial-boundary
data. Requiring that there be no forward acoustic perturbation in
the back of the wave at time t = T = O, we have

(V)=o. (3,21)

Then, assuming for our model problcm exact CJ conditions in the
burnt gases we may set

(s)(x) = S(jo = o ; (w’)(r)) := w(q)= 0. (3.22)



lloticetha tthesecon~tim smmhere,not derived. Acom-
plete second order analysx. ‘including the detonation reaction zone
structure would yield long ‘-.zMevolution equations for the functions
S(X) and t?’(q). It is in “U sense that we are proposing a model
probIem here.

With (3.21), (3.22) the en=py equation in (3.16) ~ecouples from
the acoustic mode equatiaxa =d we find

Vw- Ll: = -(SW”)(=)
IV( + R-Jr, = (sV=)(v) .

(3.23)

The appropriate initial-bmdary data for V, W are

V(z; f.a) = o
W’(W;o?~) = IV()Cos(crry),

and the entropy mode is cxpkitly given by

S(;(z + y);~d; = so cos(2a, *+9).

(3.24)

(3.25)

The system of equations ~3.Z!3)through (3.25) readily models the
generation of forward acmtiu perturbations in the burnt gases due
to resonant energy transkr f!rom the backward acoustic mode and
we will describe a study If nmmerical solutions to these equations
in (Bdzil and Klein (1991)). In the present paper we are mainly
interested in the influence >ft.!hesegenerated forward acoustics on the
perturbations ●t the end cftlne reaction zone. FYom the discussion in
the introduction we recall :ha8 this means to find the forward ●coustic
perturbations at a finite Zstaxice, zl/N = 0(1) as (c -+ O) behind the
lead nhock where (1 - A) = 1 ‘.V, N fixed. In the current section the
chemistry was completely a~gible. To obtai]~ the desired result on
the influence of resonance ef?iects at E = z~/N\ we have to match this
burnt gas region to the ntirc reaction zone, (1 - A) = 0(1). ‘I’his
mntching procedure req~x an analycis of two intermediate layers

distinguished by differca: LWWISof chemical activity:
There is

i) a burnout layer, when (1 - ~) = 0(~2) and

ii) s tranaonic region, wiwe (1 - J) I O(c) as (c ● 0).



We ma!yse the b~rnout layer in detail in section 4. This analysis
will constitute our principal remdt that the resonance effects becomer
weaker and weaker as one moves upstream towards the main reaction
zone. A complete analysis of the matching through the transonic
region is tedious but does not lead to new insights and thus we leave
this discussion for a later more comprehensive report, (Bdzil and
Klein (1993)).

4, The 13urnout Layer

4.1 Asymptotic behavior of the reaction progress equatio~

In this subsection we are interested in a region behind the det~
nation structure where the effects of chemical heat releaae enter at
the second order and therefore modify the acoustic resonances. To
assess the extent of this region, we firzt consider the reaction progress
equation (2.1)4,

(1- A), +u(l - A), = -K(p, v)(l - A). (41)

The analysis will provide the correct scaling for the thickness of this
asymptotic layer and will also yield the appropriate expansion scheme
for the reaction progress variable, ~.

The general solution to (4.1) using the ~hock jump condition for
the inert lead chock,

(1- A)=l at 2=0 (4.2)

reads

(l-wq)(.’.p$%z)
o

where the integration irnalong a particle path, m u const, with

8t 1. ,—
ox ~= U(z, t) ‘

(4.3)

(4’4)

With an asymptotic expansion of K(p, v) and u about the ZND pro-
file according to

K(p, u) := ff(p”, u”) + c (( Kp)”p(~) t (K”)%(l)) + -..
(4.5)

u n u’+cu~’) +.,),



*

the ~olution in (4.3) reads

(l-A)=exp(-(”’[J$d.) exp(-$’’’~[~])dz)z),,.(4.6)

where

$(1)=+[ (KP)*p(ll+(KV)*V(i) +(dK*,dZ) Z(l)][1 - &jr[lJ’)+(dti”/dz)zq (4.7)

and z(i) is the first order perturbation of the particle path, m =
const. Obviously, (4.6) May be written aa

(1 -A)= (1 - A)*(1to(c)) (4.8)

and we conclude that in any region where (1 - A) = O(~n) the proper
expansion is

(1 -A)= d’ii(z)+c n+l~(n+l)(z, f;gz, tt) + . . . (4.9)

Furthermore, aa (1 - A)* -+ O, K’ -+ ~~,, U* ~ tic, so that

A(z) = exp(-~(z - %))
Ko,

with P =—
UOJ

(4.10)

and with % chosen so that (1 -- ~“)(%) = t“, Aa a consequence, in
the burnout layer we have

(1 --A)= caexp(-.fl(z - ZZ))(l + O(c)) (4.11)

and the thickness of the layer is of order In(l/c). This result deter.
minca the appropriate choice of independent variables for the acouctic
modes in this rrgion an wc will explain in the next subsection.

WhUUQQ.tiQ.~=dkLtii4&.tiU.QUtiL&~M
As for the burnt gas region wc employ here ● multip!e scaleo ex.

pansion for the hyperbolic rnodeo at tird order, Before, we needed to
introduce slow time varables, (q,{, d) vn each of the characteristics,
In contraut, the residence time of entropy and backward acouotic
pcrtutbatiorrs in the burnout lay~r is of order ln( l/c) only and thio
is inoufllrient to Allow for accumulation of weakly nonlinear M’ects,
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Only the forward acoumic characteristics have a long enough rerni-
dence time in this layer as indicated in Fig. 4. The graph displayt
the forward and backward acoustic characteristics and particle paths
and indicatea the order of magnitude of the passage times of the re-
spective characteristics through the burnout layer.

The appropriate expansion scheme in the present regime reads

where
v = V(d; q)

$ = 3(*(4+ y); q) (4.13)

w = W(y; q)

and
$=2-22 (4.14)

with 22 defined in (4.10), (4.11).
For our model problem we have assumed the backward traveIing

mode amplitudes WO, SO, the oscillation wave number} ai~ and the

phase shift, ~ in (3.4), (3.5) to be independent of the long time
variable, q, and so we set explicitly

w= W’oCOS(Ub~+@(C))

s .k.kl+ p+*(c)).= SOcoa(2a, ~
(4.15)

Here ~(c) is an c-dependent phase shift that makes the boundary
data imposed on S, W in the burnt gas region compatible with those
for $, ~ in the present regime.

The only secular constraint that remains is the long time evolu-
tion equation for V, namely

where IL= ... with Q from (2.4). As initial condition we use the sta-
tionary unperturbed solution corresponding to the CJ. ZND profile,
namely —

(4.17)

‘]’his is the inviocid Ilurgcrs’ equation driven by an explicit source
term due to the combined effvctrnof chemicid brat rclcaae ~nrl weakly
nonlinear acoustic rwmnance.



Notice that we merely need to solve these burnout layer quations
in order to obtain the deai.d information on the influence of scow
tic resonances orI the pert urbat ions in the upstream flow, There is
an obvious physical interpretation of this formal result. On the time
scales considered, t = 0( I/c), forward acoustic perturbations of or-
der O(c) can travel distances of no more than order 0(1) as c -+ O.
The forward acoustics generated in the burnt gas region at distances
0( l/c) downstream from the detonation structure will thus not ar-
rive in time to have any influence. The only perturbations that make
it in time are those generated in the burnout layer, Since the gen-
erating backward traveling mode amplitudes, ~, $, are given in this
region directly by their upstream boundary data, (4.15), one only has
to solve the single scalar equastion, (4.16), with Mtzd data, (4.17),
for the evolution of the forward acoustic mode amplitude.

A first straight-forw~d approach is via the method of charac-
teristics. We construct this formal solution below and in particular
derive the behavior of the solution as 4 -+ -00, which is needed for
the upstream matching to the transonic region. Knowing that the
characteristic solution is valid only as long as characteristic curves
do not crom, i.e., for shock-f+ee solutions, we present additional nu-
merical solutions of (4.16), (4.17) in section 4,3. These solutions, in
fact, reveal shock formation, but they verify the limit behavior of
the solution for 2 -+ -00 as derived from the formal characteristic
analysiu.

Let m = const denote a characteristic of (4,16), so that

8?/

I
1

~ .= -~ with q(~~(m),m) = 0. (4.18)

Without loss of generality we may choose *o(m) = m. Then (4.16)
becomes

1 ~’”2
.— = --pexp(-~i) - ~a,S0W0sin(cz,3 + w + #), (4.19:

and the explicit solution in terms of (?, m) is

ti(~,m ):={2$e-6*+S0W0[cos(a,* +w+@)-cos(c2imtq+ *)]]’”.

(420;
To obtain the solution in termu of (4, q), one needs to construct the
family of characteristic curves, m = const, by solving (4.18) numer.
ically, using the solution in (4,20), The solution so constructed is



valid aa long as neighboring clmracteristica do not cross. In that
case, shock formation occure and solution techniques capable of ap-
proximating weak solutions to nonlinear hyperbolic equatione have
to be employed aa in section 4.3 below.

An expansion of (4.20) as 3 ~ -co reads

aa 5 -) –00,

(4.21)
The terms in square brackets represent the influence of the initial
data and of the acoustic resonance. These are multiplied by an
exponential that decays as ~ * -~, In contlast, the first term,
which corresponds to the background CJ-ZN13 solution diverges in
this limit. For the matching to the upstream trans~nic layer we are
interest~d in positions i? where (1 - J) = O(c). Accordir.g to (3.35),
(3.38) this regime corresponds to

- ~ln(~)
2=2 /9 &

with t = O(lj as (c -+0). (4.22)

Introducing (4.22) in (4.21) we find

,’d%.vo[cos(a,~ + p + +) - Cos(a,rh + v + d)]} +.,.
4N

88 *= O(l)
(4,23)

Here # is a phaae ehift analogous to I/(t) as explained below (4 15)
and rh is defined in analogy with ~ from (4.22). The immediate
conclusions from the formula in (4,23) are that (i) the deviation of
the solution from CJ.conditions is of order O(clia) now, but that (ii)
the resonance effects no longer appear at order O(c) in the upstream
transonic layer but at order 0(c312) only.

The above derivation, baaed on the meth~d of characteristics,
are valid only u long aa the solutions are shock-free and this is
genermlly true only for some finite time. Therefore, in order to teat
the validity of the limit representation in (423) we present numerical
oolutiona of the burnout layer problem, u$ing modern high~’r order
Godunov. type upwind techniques, in the next subsection.

,



A remark on the downstream matching of the burnout layer se
lution with the burnt gas region is in order. In the burnout layer
solutions there is no degree of freedom in the backward traveling
mode amplitudes, $, ~, to accommodate the cumulative influence of
the acoustic resonance. Thus, as 4 ~ +~, the second order per-
t urbation, @21 diverges. This divergence, however, can be matched
to the behavior of the backward traveling mode amplitudes, S, W in
the burnt gas region at ~ = O, (Bdzil and Klein (1993)).

4.s Numerical solutions of the burnout layer problem—.

Here we describe exemplary numerical solutions to equa~ions (4.16),
(4.17). We use a higher order MUSCL Godunov type upwind scheme,
(see e.g. van Leer (1979) or LeVeq (1990)), to solve the homogeneous
inviscid Burgers equation, Vq - l% = Oand Strangtype operator
eplitting to account for the right hand side in (4,16). The sample
results shown in Fig. 5 are based on the parameter set

Wo = s(.)= 1.0, ai = 2.0,

P = 0.625, @=o.2.
(4.24)

Figure 5 shows a series of spatial distributions of the forward
acoustic mode ampIitude at different times, q = 0.25, q = 1.5. In
both plots the solid line represents the initial data, which in turn
coincide with the CJ-ZND background solution. As time evo~vL3S}the
resonant source term generates oscillations around this background
profile (Fig. 5a) and later on there is shock formation as seen in
Fig. 5b. One common feature of both profiles is that the oscillations
become weaker and weaker towards large negative 2. The deviations
from the CJ-ZND background solution decay in this limit just as
predicted by the limit analysis of the characteristic solution in section
4.2. To quantitatively verify the sctings implied by (4.21) we have
computed the solution in the extended reion –20 < 3 < 30. Figure
6a shows the distribution of ~ in -20 < 4 < 5 at the time q =
1.5. Obviously the decay of the oscillations to the right aa seen in
Fig.5 continues. Figure 6 shows a scaled deviation from the CJ-ZND

“‘t, namelysolution, V

(4.25)

as a function of 4 at the same time. According to (4 21) thi~ quan-
tity should be of order 0(1) as 4 -* --00 and the plot verifies this
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Fig, 5: Spatial profiles of the forward acoustic amplitude in the
burnout layer at times: a) q Z=0.25, b) q = 1.5.



tendency. In fact V“ even seemrn to decay due to shock dissipation.
Thus, for shock containing solutions the vanishing of the resonance
effects in the upstream direction appears to be at least as pronounced
as should be expected from the characteristic analysis.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have pointsd out that for marginally stable near-
Chapman-Jouguet detonations there is an apparent contradiction be-
tween i) the standard radiation boundary condition for linear stabil-
ity analyses and ii) the resonant generation of forward acoustic per-
turbations in the back of the wave. We have identified a simplified
asymptotic equation system that describes these weakly nontinear
resonance effects and we defined a model problem that will allow
quantitative predictions and comparison with results from direct nu.
merical simulations in future work.

It turned out that the proper formulation of farfield boundary
conditions in a linear perturbation analysis of the detonation struc-
ture can be derived from dving a simplified system describing the
resonance effects only in a so called burnout layer adjacent to the det-
onation structure. Formal solutions of the burnout layer equations
based on the method of characteristics as well as numerical solutions
of this burnout layer proMern show that the influence of acoustic
resonances decays u one leaves the burnout region upstream. A
complete analysis, to be presented in Bdzil and Klein (1993), shows
that tk.ls tendency continues and that at finite distanceu behind the
lead shock of the deton&tion the acoustic resonance effects appear
at no more than second order in the linear perturbation amplitude.
We conclude that the standard radiation condition is valid even for
near-CJ detonations.

Appendix A: Eigenvatue Analysis

Eigenvalues:

a- =U -c, ~o=u a+ =U+c, ~cll=u
I , (Al)

with c = {j—. Here a-, a+ are associated with acoustic wave propa-
gation, U“ with the advection of entropy perturbation and ad with
the advection of the chemical reaction progress variable, The asso-
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ciated right Elgenvectors ue:

() ()
–v

-c ;
z–-— r“= ~ ,1+=

‘YP ‘-
Q 0

and the left Eigenvectors are

1- =[ o, -1/2c,
1° = [ I/v, o,
~+ = [ o, l/2c,
@ =[ o, 0,

–v

)(
o

c #= o
7P ‘- 0
0 1

. (A.2)

1/ 27p, o, ]
l/~p, o, ]

1/ 27p, 0, ] “
(A.3)

o, 11 1

Appendix B: Fast Variable Averaging Symbols

Let s denote any of the fast variables, 2, y, h fiorn (3.11) and let
u = es be the related slow variable. Then the fast variable average
of a multiple scalea function j(s, C] is defined by

:(u+AtT)

(f)(u) = lim lim ~
/

f(s, u)ds.
Au-” s*O 2Au :(c--&T)

Notice the specific sequence of limits in this expression. Let fur-
ther g(z, y;~, q) with ( = SZ, q = cy, be some other multiple scaIes
function depending on all of the slow and fast variables. Then

i(TJ+4)
(9)(=)(2; (, q) = lim lim A

/L3qd0 g-~o2Ari }(0-Av) g(z, y;(, q)dy.

and an analogous definition holds for (g)(~)(y; ~, q).
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